ACROSS
1, 4 Aha! Malay a basis for my domain tongue (6,8)
9 Every river is an attraction (6)
10 Mysterious drugs to upset Morecambe (8)
11 Enjoyed touching tail of charming mermaid? (6)
12 SS in pursuit of George and Charlotte (8)
13 No contest for free run (3)
14 Small bed for Buffy, perhaps (6)
17 Manage a donkey almost in a frenzy (3,4)
21 Accident involving a knife (6)
25 Many hours for Doris (3)
26 No orisons needed for meritoriousness presented to one honourably discharged (8)
27 Clamour at college, sound of pride (6)
28 Report of shot at home (8)
29 Remove from power (6)
30 Rt Hon mixed up in a French move to topple (8)
31 Shylock, perhaps, firm in old city (6)

DOWN
1 Display health food (8)
2 Look among two farm animals for 3-D image (8)
3 Rambler way in front and more off-beat (8)
5 Give guarantee when certain (6)
6 Notice a dry object (6)
7 The way to bemuse setter (6)
8 Zola's charge (6)
12 Threads for crashing out (7)
15 Spirit captured back live from Uranus (3)
16 No.1 crackpot (3)
18 GPS, a monk reorientated for some villages (8)
19 Present time singer (8)
20 A swimmer a newspaper turned to jelly (4-4)
22 No rot in arboretum cultivating tropical hard wood (6)
23 Extremist to booze a lot of bottles (6)
24 One-dimensional king accepting only the popular (6)
25 Fruit for desperate character who embraced spoonbender (6)